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From Medieval to Renaissance –History of Lathes
The lathe is an ancient tool, dating at least to the
Egyptians and, "known and used in Assyria, Greece, the Roman and
Byzantine Empires." The earliest depiction of a lathe comes from a
Ptolemaic tomb painting. Primarily a tool of tradesmen known as
"turners" or "throwers" (the term "bodgers" came later), the lathe
was also used by pulley makers, seal makers, wheelwrights, chairmakers, joiners, pewterers, bell founders, and others. Early evidence
of wood turning in England dates from the 4th to the 7th century,
and by 1180 there appears to have been a turner's guild established in
Cologne, Germany.
There are several reasons why this simple machine has been in use for thousands of years. From a practical point of
view, the lathe can easily produce truly
round objects, invaluable in making
wheels for carts and parts for mills and
pumps. Turned spindles can also be easily assembled into complex objects such
as chairs, beds, tables, etc. This same
machine also simplifies the making of woodenware for eating, drinking, and storage. From a more aesthetic perspective, turning can
create a sort of surface decoration impossible to achieve by hand
alone. The combination of mechanical simplicity, versatility, and
decorative appeal has made turning a steadily practiced trade
throughout European culture.
The idea of the lathe is simple: a piece of wood is made to
turn on an axis while a sharp tool cuts or scrapes the wood into a
desired shape. It was described as,
“Any substance, be it Wood, Ivory, Brass, etc., pitcht steddy upon
two points (as on an Axis), and moved about on that Axis, also describes a
Circle concentric to the Axis; And an Edge‑Tool, set steddy to that part of that
Aforesaid Substance that is nearest the Axis, will in a Circumvolution of that
Substance, cut off all the parts of Substance that lies further off the Axis and
make the outside of that Substance also Concentrick to the Axis... This is a
brief Collection, and indeed the whole Summ of Turning…”
One of the earliest reliable references to lathes is Theophilus' "On Divers Arts," probably written in the 11th century by a
metalworker named Roger of Helmarshausen. In this treatise, he
mentioned two lathes. The first is a hand‑cranked lathe for turned
heavy bell cores. The other is a pewterer's lathe, which he describes
as "set up in the same way as the one on which platters and other
wooden vessels are turned." This lathe is pulled by "a boy," presumably pulling back and forth on a cord wrapped around the piece being
worked. Such reciprocol motion is charactistic of most early lathes,
particularly those used in woodworking.
Medieval European turners favored a design called a "spring
pole" lathe. In this form, a frame, usually of sufficient height for the
turner to stand, holds the piece being turned between two upright
posts (called poppets or puppets) on sharp metal points (called centers). One end of a cord is attached overhead to a pole or similar
"springy" mechanism to provide recoil. The cord is then wrapped
around the piece to be turned and attached to a foot treadle. The
turner cuts on the down stroke, and then lets the spring pole power
the return motion. Later variations of the design incorporated a lever
arm so the spring pole could be mounted to the base of the frame

instead of overhead, or replaced the pole entirely with a bow mounted on upright posts.
The spring pole design proved versatile. It could be made light and portable, important to craftsmen who
might travel to where raw materials
were plentiful. It was relatively easy
to build and required few parts that
the turner could not himself make.
There are drawbacks to this elegant
design however, such as relatively
slow turning speeds and limitations
on the size and weight of the object
13th Century Pole Lathe
that could be turned. Yet despite
these limitations, the spring pole
lathe would remain popular well into the 19th century among chair
makers and other traditional crafts.
One of the most detailed illustrations of a possible lathe
appears in the late 15th century Medieval Housebook of Wolfegg
Castle. Unlike the lighter designs seen elsewhere, this frame is heavy,
low, and includes a large adjustment screw of the sort seen in later
lathes (perhaps the earliest example of a screw used in a workbench).
It's similarity to a carver's bench illustrated in a 16th century woodcut by Hans Sebald Beham suggests that this style of frame was shared
by both turners and carvers.
The majority of lathes illustrated throughout the Medieval
period are spring pole lathes, though not all. An important advancement to lathe design was to convert the reciprocal "back and forth"
motion of the pole lathe to a continuous rotation. Such an arrangement allows for faster turning speeds, enables longer and heavier
objects to be turned, and makes more efficient use of the turner's
labor. It also allows for the use of a flywheel, a mechanism that stores
energy and provides a consistent speed and torque during the return
stroke of the treadle. There was probably little incentive for wood
turners to invest in this relatively complex and expensive technology,
but other trades (such as pewterers and bell makers) had need of just
such abilities.
The basic knowledge of how to
transfer reciprocal motion to rotary motion was known through
much of the Middle Ages.
Water‑driven saw mills used
cranks and connecting arms to
transfer a wheel's rotary motion to
a reciprocating sash saw. However, such engineering is complex
and requires more engineering
skill and capital investment than
The 14th century lathe shows how the more traditional spring pole
design. It also usually requires
extensively the design changed
specialized parts, such as cranks
within a century.
and bearings. It is unclear when
continuous rotation lathes first came into use, but the earliest illustrated examples of these rotary mechanics being applied specifically
to a lathe appear in the sketchbooks of Leonardo da Vinci.

In the late 15th century, da Vinci drew three simple machines together on a page. The first is clearly a lathe that uses the
flywheel, though only for inertia; the treadle is connected directly to
a cranked drive shaft and thus would turn only as fast as the operator
could pump. The second is a sash saw driven by a flywheel. In the
third, da Vinci depicts a treadle attached to another flywheel, but this
one uses a drive belt connected to a smaller pulley to step up the
speed. This arrangement allows for much faster turning speed and a
less frantic pace for the operator. The function isn't exactly clear, but
it resembles a gem cutter's wheel illustrated later in the 16th century. It is not clear if da Vinci's lathe is for woodturning or for use in
metal working.
It is likely that da Vinci did not wholly invent the designs he
drew, but rather sketched or improved on existing mechanics that he
observed; da Vinci's sketches went largely unknown until long after
the flywheel treadle lathe was documentably in use. Continuous rotation lathes appear to be common by 1568 when Jost Amman's "Book
of Trades" illustrated pewterers
and bell makers using great
wheel lathes to turn their wares.
Almost exactly the same lathes
are illustrated 200 years later in
Denis Diderot's encyclopedia of
trades and industries.
There has been very
little evidence that wood turners
used continuous rotation lathes
prior to 1600, though pewterers
and other metalworkers clearly
did. In 1550 a lawsuit was
brought against "old Peverell" because the noise from his "tornyng
whele" was annoying his neighbors; but it is unclear if Peverell was a
wood turner. The lack of continuous rotation lathes may have been
due to the higher cost, the adequacy of pole lathes, or it may have
related to guild restrictions. In urban areas such as London, guilds (or
companies) restricted the tools and techniques that a craftsman could
use. Even so, there were numerous disputes over who was entitled to
use a lathe, and efforts to settle the dispute through company charters
met with limited success. Among rural craftsmen, restrictions were
less stringent and individuals were more at liberty to practice multiple trades (or at least use their tools). Among those craftsmen who
observed guild restrictions, the work of a turner was marked by
round mortises and tenons, pegged or wedged in place. The cutting
of square mortises and tenons was reserved for joiners, who might
contract out the turning for a piece or, if skirting the restrictions,
hire a turner to work in his shop or simply turn it himself.
A significant market for the turner's labor was in household
furniture. One of the most popular forms of turned furniture was the
three‑legged stool. In this design, three upright posts are joined by
connecting rails and support a solid seat. No early examples of this
common form seem to have survived, but it is frequently illustrated
in the homes of both peasants and the well‑to‑do. An early 16th century inventory refers to "Tryangle stolys for my Lord," including "thre
fottyde stooles, torned, the scetts of them of blake lether...." A more elaborate variation, usually called a backstool, extends the rear post up to
form a back rest. When spindles are inserted between the back crosspost and the front uprights to form arms, it becomes a full‑fledged
chair. Examples of this design have survived from the 17th century.

Four‑legged turned chairs and stools also appear throughout
the Middle Ages. These had seats either made of boards or woven
from rush or hemp. Rush bottom chairs appear in the 11th century
and in many ways resemble
modern ladder‑back chairs.
Turned furniture appears to
have been popular across
social classes, and are often
illustrated as appropriate for
both peasants and scholars,
clergy, and nobility. In addition to furniture, lathes
were used to produce a
plethora of objects:
"spinning wheels, mortars,
cups, bowls, and dishes,
A treadle lathe sytem
rushlight bases, tool handles, lace bobbins, carriage wheels, boxes, sieves, toys, pulleys, ships
tackle, buttons, seals, scales, pumps" made from a variety of materials. Perhaps the most popular drinking vessel from the 13th to the
16th century was the mazer, a bowl usually turned from maple.
A variety of woods were used by medieval turners. Artifacts from Saxon and Anglo‑Scandinavian finds in York (ca. 990‑1000
A.D.) show that maple, alder, and ash were common, with yew,
boxwood and even Scots Pine used on occasion. Each type of wood
had its strengths and faults. Leon Battista Alberti wrote in the 15th
century, “If they needed to produce slender forms on the lathe, the ancients
would use the beech, the mulberry, or the turpentine tree, but most especially
the box tree, which is the densest of all and extremely suitable for turning;
while for very fine pieces ebony was used." For furniture, favored woods
included ash, walnut, beech, hornbeam, and fruitwoods. Oak, highly
popular for joined furniture, doesn't turn well due to its relatively
open grain but was still used when need or fashion required. For
woodenware, woods such as sycamore and maple were preferred
because they did not impart a flavor to food and beverages, though
yew and ash artifacts have also been found.
In general, medieval turners worked largely in unseasoned
("green") wood. Spring pole lathes work well with green wood,
which is relatively soft and cuts easily. A skilled turner with a sharp
chisel can remove shavings in long ribbons while the wood fibers are
still soft and pliable. However, working in green wood presents
problems of its own, especially when making hollow objects such as
bowls and cups. As the wood dries, it will tend to shrink across the
grain. Round objects will tend to become oval and crack as the outside tries to shrink faster than the greener interior. The shrinkage can
be used to advantage in joinery however, letting a greener mortise
shrink around a drier tenon, locking it fast into place. As turners
often contracted for other trades, it is likely that the parts they
turned green were seasoned by the time they were used by the joiner
or chairmaker.
Turners did not work exclusively in green wood however.
Leon Battista Alberti wrote in the 15th century of, "immersing timber in water and leaving it covered in mud for a period of thirty days,
especially if it is to be used for turning; they say that it will accelerate
the curing process and make the wood easier to manage, whatever
the intended purpose." Curing wood provides the craftsman with a
more stable medium, less prone to warping and cracking, but also
one more likely to dull or chip his tools.

1/2 tsp ground cloves
2/3 cup beef broth
Barley Fruit Soup
Soak the currants in the wine for 3
Briton Recipe
hours. Combine all the other ingredients
1 Cup pearl barley
with the wined currants in a porcelain
2/3 Cup tart apple slices, cores and stems pot and simmer for 10 minutes. Continue
removed, cut thin
slow simmering to reduce sauce, if you
1/2 Cup minced dried apricots
prefer a thicker consistency. Serve warm
8 cups chicken broth
over lean meat or fowl.
1 tsp ginger powder
1/2 tsp salt
Canelyne Beef Pie
Pinch of pepper
Scottish Recipe
1 cup fresh peas
1 lb lean beef, cut into very small cubes
In a large covered pot, gently simmer all 2 Tbsp vegetable oil for sautéing
ingredients, except the peas, for 45
2/3 cup boiling water
minutes. Add the fresh peas and continue 1 Tbsp cinnamon
simmering another 15 minutes. Serve hot. 1/2 tsp nutmeg
If you prefer a thicker soup, melt butter in 1/4 tsp thyme
a frying pan over low flame; stir in flour, 1/4 tsp sage
constantly stirring until frothy. Add this
1 Cup raw cranberries, stems removed
roux to soup, stirring well. Cook 5
2 Tbsp honey
minutes longer once added to soup.
2/3 cup currants
9-inch unbaked pastry pie shell and lid
Corans Sauce or White Currant Sauce
Briton Recipe
Garnish
2 Cups currants
Cinnamon sugar (1 tsp sugar to 1/2 tsp
2 Cups red wine
cinnamon)
1 Tbsp sugar

MEDIEVAL RECIPES CORNER

Sauce
1/2 cup ground almonds
1/2 cup dry white wine
In a heavy skillet, sauté the meat pieces in
hot oil. In boiling water, dissolve cinnamon, nutmeg, thyme, and sage. Add the
sautéed meat. Simmer slowly for about 15
minutes until the meat is not quite tender
for eating. Remove from fire, drain, reserving cooking liquid both for the pie
and a side sauce. Preheat oven to 425.
Line the bottom of the pie shell with the
washed cranberries. Evenly drizzle the
honey over the berries, then distribute the
currants. Arrange the meat pieces over
all. Add about 7 Tbsp of the reserved
cooking liquid to the pie. Cover with the
pastry lid, carefully crimping edges to
seal. Pierce several times with a fork.
Sprinkle edges of crust with blended cinnamon sugar. Bake at 400 for about 40
minutes until crust is well browned. Serve
hot.
Add almonds and white wine to the residual canelyne broth and simmer 7 minutes
to make a side sauce. If you find it too
heavy, try it over hard cheese or with
ricotta in a bread trencher.

The Herbalist’s Garden
Elderberry Syrup
100 grams dried black elderberries
20 grams dried astragalus root
15 grams dried ginger root (or powder)
8 grams dried clove
1 quart boiled water
1/2 cup sugar
1 cup honey from the comb
In a large saucepan, add elderberries, astragalus, ginger,
clove, and water. Bring mixture to a boil, stirring frequently. Cook down thius mixture on medium high
heat, stirring frequently until the mixture has reduced
by half. This can take 20-30 minutes. Remove from heat
and strain your liquid into a bowl or glass container.
Measure your liquid which will be about 1 1/2—2 cups.
Place your liquid back into a saucepan with your sugar.
Keep in mind that the sugar is optional, but necessary to
make an actual syrup. Bring your mixture back to a boil,
stirring frequently to ensure proper mixing, and boil for
10 minutes, or until your desired consistency. Once your
syrup has cooled a bit, add your raw honey and stir until
completely dissolve. Funnel the syrup into glass bottles
once cooled a bit, and cap tightly. Preserving them in the
refrigerator promotes shelf life.

Astragalus: This plant has a deep history in Chinese
medicine, much like ginseng. It has been traditionally
used for over five thousand years to help boost the immune system and cure many common ailments. It’s uses
include immune support, helps the body adapt to stress,
antibacterial, antiviral, increases white blood cells, antiinflammatory, is helpful in reducing the common cold
and flu, and protectrs cardiovascular systems.
Ginger: The ginger root made its first appearance in
2000 BC when Emperor Shen Nong wrote the Chinese
herbal guide. It was later used extensively throughout
India and the Roman Empire. It’s used as an appetite
stimulant, it reduces nausea and vomiting, it stimulates
veins and arteries, and the heart, induces perspiration,
relieves flatulence, soothes the digestive tract, promotes
circulation, and soothes sore throats.
Elderberry: The elderberry plant hails from Europe, is
poisonous, and should be handled with care. The flower
and the dark purple berries are most often used in tinctures and syrups as a preventative or as a healing agent
for flu and colds. They support immune health, treat flu
and common colds, are stimulants, they relieve digestive
issues, induce perspiration, and assist in antiviral tinctures.

WE WISH A HAPPY BIRTHDAY
TO THESE PEOPLE:
16th—Worgen 9 Fingers
28th—Owen LongStaff

There once was a dainty queen
with fingers always clean.
A servant would dip
and allow her to sip
on each digit and in between.

A glutton sat at our table,
who smelled like a dirty stable.
He grabbed what he saw
to shove in his maw,
said, “I will eat it all if I’m able.”

MANNERS AT THE MEDIEVAL TABLE A study of the use of hands at the feast

Elaborate rituals were observed at the
table for finger-eating. Spoons were used for
soups and puddings. Knives, some with serrated tips, lifted meats from platters and
sometimes to the mouth. But all else was
picked, balanced, and conveyed by those
most portable, manipulable, graceful terminals of the hands. Certain fingers were extended while eating specific foods to allow
grease-free fingers available for the next
dish, as well as for dipping fingers into condiments and spices. Some among us still
maintain an atavistic extension of the pinkyfinger at a teacup. This primacy of finger implements explains in part the prevalence of
easily handled foods at feasts, the meat and
fish and fruit-filled pastries, breads, sweet
tarts or doucettes, and individual pies or coffyns. However, since much food was served
with piquant sauces, gravies, stuffings, and
creams, punctilious dexterity was necessary
grace. Fingers were washed between courses
and at the meal’s end.

At mete wel ytaught was she with alle;
She leet no morsel from hir lippes falle,
Ne wette hir fyngres in hir sauce depe;
Wel koude she carie a morsel and wel kepe
That no drope ne fille upon hire brest.
In curteisie was set ful muchel hir lest.
Hir over-lippe wiped she so clene
That in hir coppe there was no ferthyng sene
Of grece, whan she drunken
hadde hire draughte.
Ful seemly after hir mete she raught.
-Prologue in the Canterbury Tales
11. 127-36

“DEAR EDUN” ADVICE COLUMN
Dear Edun,
I will be going to my first feast. I don’t know
what I should bring or what’s expected of me. What
do you suggest I take with me, and will it compare
to the feasts of old times, where I use my hands?
Sincerely,
Feast Faux Pas
Dear Feast Faux Pas,
The feast is similar to those of olden times
through what is served and often in form of entertainment. Most events that do have a feast will have
recipes they have tried many times, or are simple to
make. I was at a lovely feast where grapes and a
form of potato were served together with soft
cheese. It was delicious and true to period.
I suggest that you find a container, such as a
basket that can protectively carry your feast gear.
Napkins are helpful when it comes to protection,
since the cloth can act as a barrier between your objects. A period-correct cup is suggested, or covering
your cup so it can be considered period correct.
There are some who wrap theirs in leather or cloth.
If you are looking for a period-correct mug, wooden
cups, drinking horns, ceramic mugs, copper mugs,
and the like are acceptable at most feasts.
A simple plate, either wooden or ceramic,
will do. Most prefer to purchase a ceramic plate with
little to no decoration from a cheap store. Since
there’s always a chance for an accident, this is often
the best suggestion. However, using wooden plates
has a better chance of not breaking and are worth
more.
The last thing you will need is cutlery. It’s
true that forks weren’t used until the 4th century by
the Byzantines, and even then were often used for
stabbing and delivering food to the plate as much as
knives were, but it took some time to catch on. In
fact, bread was the most common useful tool for eating food, since most food was delivered in a trencher

style, where the bread was scooped out of the middle
and soups and stews were often dolloped into the
remaining hole. Having said that, forks, spoons,
and knives are welcome at the feast table. Some people opt to buy simple-made cutlery that could fit
with the later periods of the SCA. Some prefer to
purchase unique cutlery made of iron, copper, or
other metal, or wood.
There are some who prefer to keep persona
intact even at the feast table, and will purchase a full
feast gear that would be found in their persona’s
country and period. This can be an expensive decision, should you follow that thought. It can add to
the whole experience, and can be done piece by
piece. Remember that these objects can break or
wear out with time, and sometimes will be hard to
replace should you lose or break them.
At the end of the feast, it’s sometimes common for people to be allowed in the kitchen to either
fully or briefly wash their gear before stowing it
away. The necessity for multiple napkins comes in
useful at this point in wiping down your gear, if
necessary, or in wrapping it up so as not to stain or
damage your container. Remember when you get
home to wash and resituate everything, so that your
feast gear is ready for the next event.
If you are a performer, a more uncommon
object that is often brought in your gear is a bardic
book. Some people find that keeping their songs,
prose, and poetry with their gear allows them to always have a piece at hand should they be called to
entertain others at the feast. Sometimes a bard will
be asked to play music, or a well-known singer be
asked to amuse the crown while they are eating.
Should you carry a bardic book with you, be sure to
keep it protected in plastic or in another container
that won’t be easily affected by moisture. Many a
bard has lost their book due to rain, drink, or other
misfortunes.

VERBAL PROWESS: The Art of Insults
In a day of idiots and jerks, it’s
far too easy to release guttural streams of insults at a whim. They’re easy enough that
we hardly need to think of them. We merely
let loose the curse cannon and see what
comes pouring from our mouths. If only it
were that simple when attempting insults
from the medieval period. Their stream of
words were far more poetic - at least, we assume they were, after reading and listening
to Shakespeare’s plays.
If you want to step up your insult
skills, a little research and extra amounts of
practice are necessary. From Shakespeare
alone, we can guess that pock-faced and jackanape are insulting alone. But if you have no
idea what it is you’re spouting, then you
can’t expect anyone else to when they demand you explain. Here are a few insults to
help you taunt your way across the battlefield.
If you find yourself using the F-word
all too often, it can be changed out to fie.
This is an equivalent to our often-used
sounds of disgust. You can also use basic insults and string them together to make interesting taunting calls. You could call someone a pock-faced bleating cheat, which is to
say they have a whining liar who has a venereal disease. There’s also a bawdy fool, or a
lower class, loosely moral person. You could
insult someone by calling them a trull, another word for a prostitute. There’s also the
use of animals. A mucked swine can be the
same as calling someone a dirty pig, or a vile
serpent can call be considered calling someone a con-man or a liar.
For the milder, simpler taunts, insults
and curses, keep to the basics of “Go to – “,
replacing hell with another colorful word, or

“fie upon thee.” You can also use “A pox upon you/ your– ” or “A plague upon thee/thy
– “ if you’re feeling vengeful or wishing an
odious death upon your foe. “Devil take
thee” is a commonly known curse. Anything
that suggests desired harm on the other person works. You can also make use of your
persona’s god, such as “Odin’s fist” or
“God’s teeth,” or even “Zeus seize thee.”
The point of a taunt is to call them into
question, whether it be their worth, their social standing, or their abilities.
When you link the baser insults with
the taunts, you get a more floral pattern. “In
truth, thy pox-faced mother’s sour soul does
bring chills to a bed.” That simple sentence
has slandered the person’s mother, stating
that not only is she a prostitute, but that she
also carries a venereal disease.
If you prefer hand gestures, there’s the
Fig of Spain, which is a fist with the thumb
inserted between the first and middle finger.
This gesture is considered obscene, sometimes even sexual, depending on where your
persona hails from. There’s also the gesture
of biting one’s thumb at another. This action
is made by catching the thumbnail behind
the upper teeth, then flicking the thumb forward at an individual. It’s the same as giving
the middle finger. If the action isn’t preferred, you can say instead “I bite my thumb
at you” for the same effect.
In the end, having an arrangement of
ready-made insults can make any SCAdian’s
interactions fun. Make a point to look up
http://www.renfaire.com/Language/
insults.html for further insults, or to make
use of their random curse generator for assistance. Soon, you’ll be tossing around catcalls like a professional tawdry tart.

McMurphy’s Laws of Medieval Combat

By Kilian MacRaith

1. You are not immortal.

15. When you have secured an area, don’t

2. If it’s stupid but it works, it isn’t stu-

forget to tell the enemy.

pid.

16. Incoming arrows have the right of way.

3. Don’t look conspicuous, it draws the en- 17. Friendly fire – isn’t.

emy.

18. If the enemy’s in range, so are you.

4. When in doubt, ATTACK!

19. Ale Math: Two flagons times 15 men =

5. Never share a shieldwall with someone

42 kegs.

braver than yourself.

20. Body Count Math: Two Trimarians

6. If your attack is going really well, it’s

plus one ballista, plus two stray cats = 37

an ambush.

enemy killed in action.

7. No plan survives first contact intact.

21. Anything you do can get you killed,

8. You are NOT being overrun, you are in

including doing nothing.

a “Target Rich Environment.”

22.The only thing more accurate than in-

9. Try to look unimportant because the

coming enemy fire is incoming friendly

bad guys may be tired.

fire.

10. If you are forward of your position, the

23. Make it tough for the enemy to get in,

archers will fall short.

and you can’t get out.

11. The enemy diversion you are ignoring is 24.If you take more than your fair share

the main attack.
12. The important things are always sim-

ple.
13. The simple things are always hard.
14. If you are short of everything except en-

emy, you are in combat.

of objectives, you will have more than
your fair share of objectives to take.

25. When both sides are convinced they are

about to lose, they are both right.
26. Professional warriors are predictable,
but the world is full of amateurs

KIDS OF THE FUN TABLE
ARTHUR
CASTLE
COURT
ENGLAND
KING
KNIGHT
LADY
LAKE
LANCELOT
LORD
MERLIN
MORDRED
SWORD
TABLE
ROUND
STONE
Rainy Night
by Fearghus Hawthorne

A drip, a drop
A newly found wet spot

A Drip, A drop

Crack, pop

Another wet spot

Water pours in

Shifting one way

Poles fall down
Covered in skin

To sleep, but not long

Wet spot,
Back across
And we’re not

Till we repeat

A drip, a drop

A quick shift and back

Awake again
Drip, drop
One giant wet spot

DID YOU KNOW?
Wizards never actually cast magic
spells. They were able to use sleight of
hand, just like the magicians of our
time. Because they were thought to be
so special, they sometimes became close
to royalty, and even became advisors to
the crown. If the king or queen commanded the wizard cast a spell, and that
spell failed to have the right result at the
end, the wizard was called a phony and
cast out, or worse.
There were some wizards who used
earth magic, meaning they had apothecary skills. They tended to the sick and
ailing. Men were the only ones allowed
to be a wizard, though, because women
who cast magic were witches.

HISTORICAL FIGURE OF THE MONTH: Leonardo Da Vinci
Born on the cusp between the medieval and the renaissance
period, Leonardo di ser Piero Da Vinci is considered to be the epitome of what a Renaissance man should be. He was an architect, inventor, painter, designer, botanist, writer, and mostly a figure who represents humanity’s transformation from the medieval ages into the
Renaissance.
Da Vinci was born in Florence to Piero da Vinci, a notary,
and his mistress Caterina, on April 15th, 1452. He lived with his
mother until his fifth year, when he was given to his father and grandparents to be raised. He was given an informal education in Latin,
geometry, and mathematics. At 14, he was apprenticed to the renowned artist Andrea di Cione, also known as Verrochio. He was
exposed to both theoretical training and an expansive range of technical skills. This included drafting, chemistry, metallurgy, metal and
leather working, plaster casting, mechanics, carpentry, and the artistic skills of drawing, painting, sculpting, and modeling.
By the age of 20, Da Vinci qualified as a master in the guild
of artists and doctors of medicine, the Guild of Saint Luke. Though
his father set him up in a workshop of his own, Da Vinci continued to
collaborate with his master. It was only when he was arrested along
with three other men for sexual acts that he finally left his master’s
tutelage completely and moved away from his father’s home. He
moved in with the Medici and began work at the Garden of the Piazzi
San Marco in Florence, which was a Neo-Platonic academy for artists, poets, and philosophers. He was offered two separate commissions while there, one to paint an alterpiece for the Chapel of St.
Bernard, and the other for the monks of San Donato a Scopeta. Neither were finished when he moved to Milan in 1482.
His move was given with blessing from former tutor Lorenzo de’ Medici, but his meeting with the Duke of Milan was rife
with tension. In order to placate the duke, Da Vinci created a silver
lyre to resemble a horse head to gift him, at the suggestion de’ Medici. The duke graciously accepted the gift and immediately warmed to
Da Vinci. Da Vinci flourished in Milan, and wrote many letters describing the marvelous and diverse things he could achieve in the field
of engineering. He painted Virgin of the Rocks for the Confraterinity of
the Immaculate Conception and The Last Supper for the monastery of
Santa Maria delle Grazie. Each piece was lauded with praise from the
duke, who admired his skill so much that he commissioned Da Vinci
for multiple projects of his own, such as floats and pageants for special occasions, designs for a dome for Milan Cathedral, and the model
for a huge equestrian monument to Francesco Sforza, the duke’s
predecessor.
The monument remained unfinished for several years, with
seventy tons of bronze set aside to cast it. Da Vinci instead finished
the model in clay, surpassing the size of the two large equestrian statues already in creation—Donatello’s Gattamelata and Verrochio’s
Bartolomeo Colleoni. The new clay statue became known as the Gran
Cavallo. Donatello taunted Da Vinci with the promise that it would

never be finished. Da Vinci meant to prove him wrong, but war
struck. The monument was meant to be cast, except all of the bronze
he’d been given was instead handed over to build a cannon that
would help protect the city from the King of France, Charles VIII.
When the French troops invaded Milan, Da Vinci’s beautiful statue
became a large target practice, much to his chagrin. Finding no safety
in the city, Da Vinci was forced to flee Milan for Venice in 1499.
In Venice, he became employed as a military architect and
engineer, devising methods to defend the city from naval attack. He
stayed in Venice for a year before finally returning to Florence in
1500 to become a guest of the Servite monks at the monastery of
Santissima Annunziata. He was provided with a workshop by the
monks, and this is where he created The Virgin and Child with St Anne
and St John the Baptist. The work was so amazing that masses flocked
to see the masterpiece.
He spent a brief time as the military architect and engineer
for the son of Pope Alexander VI only to return to Florence in 1503
and rejoin The Guild of St Luke. However, he was restless and eager
to share his skill with his prominent pupils and followers alike. He
returned to Milan in 1506, where he recreated his equestrian figure,
though in wax this time, which still exists to this day. He did not stay
long in Milan, however, as he came to heads with his twelve siblings
for his father’s estate. Because he was far older than they, and considered a bastard, they deemed it impossible for him to acquire any of
his dead father’s estate. He fought for nearly two years with his siblings only to give in and leave Florence. By 1508, he had returned to
Milan to live in his own house in Porta Orientale.
In September of 1513, Da Vinci had begun to work in the
Vatican in Rome, where Raphael and Michelangelo were both active
at the time. He was there when King Francis I recaptured Milan, and
it was there he was commissioned to make a mechanical lion that
could walk forward, then open its chest to reveal a cluster of lilies for
Francis. He was taken into France’s service in 1516, along with his
friend and apprentice, Count Francesco Melzi. He was given the use
of the manor house Clos Luce, which resided near the king’s residence at Chateau d’Amboise. He spent the last three years of his life
here, passing on May 2nd, 1519 at the age of 67 as a close friend of
Frances I.
It’s believed that a stroke was the cause for Da Vinci’s passing. Stories indicate that King Francis I held his dear friend Da Vinci
in his arms as the mastermind passed away, though whether that is
truth or romantic portrayals of fancy are unknown. According to his
will, Da Vinci wanted 60 beggars to follow his coffin to his burial
spot at Chapel of Saint-Hubert, and his belongings spread among
family and friends. Twenty years after his death, it is said that Francis
said to goldsmith and sculptor Benvenuto Cellini, “There had never
been another man born in the world who knew as much as Leonardo,
not so much about painting, sculpture and architecture, as that he
was a very great philosopher.”

PATTERN OF THE MONTH: How to Make an Apron Dress

Apron straps are attached by brooches known as turtle shells in the front and by simpler pins
in the back. Some people prefer to sew their straps in place. Multiple strands of gems and
rocks hang from the two brooches as decoration. Some Norse women even wore a chatelaine
from a turtle shell, which held keys, scissors, wooden or bone sewing needles, and other necessary house objects that were small. A belt is worn at the waist of the apron, usually with a
secondary chatelaine or purse to hold smaller objects.

MONTHLY
CALENDAR

ANSTEORRAN CALENDAR OF EVENTS

September 6th—
POPULACE—6:3O @
JALAPENO TREE in
NACOGDOCHES, TX

1-2

September 13th—
DO SOMETHING NIGHT @
6:00 P.M. at AMARIS’ PLACE
in BURKE, TX.

2

September —
DEFENDER OF THE FORT
in HUNTSVILLE, TX

September 20th—
BARDIC @ 6:30
ABSOLUTELY FICTION
BOOK STORE in
LUFKIN, TX

8
14-16
14-16

21-23

September 27th —

28-30
DO SOMETHING NIGHT @
6:00 P.M. at THE BENNETS in
MARTINSVILLE, TX
29

October 4th—
POPULACE—6:30 @
LOCATION TBD in
LUFKIN, TX

Be sure to also visit our website at:
ansteorra.org/graywood

12
19

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

OCTOBER
5
5

Have an article, a picture, a story, or
an idea you’d like to see published?
Contact us at
chronicler@graywood.ansteorra.org
or on facebook—
The Shire of Graywood.

(TBD)
Coronation—TBD
Northern Border Skirmishes in
Known World Academy of
Incipient Canton of
Rapier/Known World Armored
Wyldewood (Park Hill, OK)
Combat Collegium
19-21 Bjornsborg Fall Event in
Kingdom of Northshield
Bjornsborg (San Antonio, TX)
(Out of Kingdom)
26-28 Seawinds Defender & Bryn
in Stoughton, WI)
Gwlad’s Fall Baronial Joint
Shadowlands Texas A&M
Event in Bryn Gwlad and Sea
Student Organization Demo
winds (Location TBD)
in Shadowlands
26-28 Samhain at Eldern Hills in
(College Station)
Eldern Hills
Laurel’s Prize Tourney
(Location TBD)
Hellsgate (Ft. Hood, Tx)
Triumphe of the Eclipse
Moonshadowe (Stillwater, OK)
Defender of the Fort and
Passion for Peerless Pursuits
Royal Lancer in Raven’s Fort 2-4
Shadowlands (Somerville, TX)
(Huntsville, TX)
2-4
Axeman—Skorragardr (TBD)
Rosenfeld Champion and
10
Queen’s Champion (TBD)
Three Things in Rosenfeld
15-18
War of the Rams
(Tyler, Tx)
Bordermarch (Colmesneil, TX)
War of Ages: Wrath of Khan,
Fall of the Horde
in Ffynnon Gath (Seguin, Tx)
Elfsea Baronial College
1
Stargate Yule
Elfsea (Fort Worth, Tx
Stargate (Houston, TX)
1
Dragonsfire Tor Yule Revel
Dragonsfire Tor
(Stephenville, Tx)
Namron Protectorate in
15
A Tourney on St.
Namron (Holliday, TX
Drostan’s Day
Gate’s Edge Fall Event
(Weatherford, Tx)

SEPTEMBER

The office of chronicler will soon be available come January 2019. Should you be
interested in learning about becoming a chronicler, please contact Iona Nic Oitir by email at chronicler@graywood.ansteorra.org with the subject “Office of
Chronicler.” Those who are interested and have not taken the chronicler warranting class must do so in January 2019 in order to take the role. They must
also be a blue card carrier. Those who show interest in becoming chronicler
will be given classes on how to make a newsletter. Iona Nic Oitir will also help
as deputy Chronicler come January.

